We introduce a new model of spin noncommutative space in which noncommutative extension of the coordinate operators are assumed to be chirality dependent. 
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that the geometry of the background spacetime is dynamical, and the General Relativity (GR) is a concrete model for describing the gravity. However, it is also known that GR is inconsistent with the Quantum Mechanics (QM). Many models have been proposed to combine the GR and QM in a consistent way. And a noncommutative geometry appears as an effective phenomenological model of the background spacetime below the Planck scale [1] [2] [3] [4] .
A spacetime with noncommutative geometry is characterized by deformation of the fundamental algebra of position operators in ordinary QM. A large variety of noncommutative models have been proposed. For instance, the so called "canonical noncommutativity" which is parameterized by a totally anti-symmetric constant tensor θ µν as follows,
can appear when a D-brane is in a constant Neven-Schwarz B-field [5] . Such a noncomnutative algebra was also found in real quantum system [6, 7] .
However, due to the constant property of the parameter θ µν , two preferential directions have to be given in advance. As consequences, rotational symmetry is broken [8] [9] [10] . Furthermore, the unitarity can also be violated if the temporal components are nonzero [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Both dynamical and kinematical aspects of the above algebra have been extensively studied.
For instance, distortions of energy levels of atoms [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , contributions to the topological phase effects [11, 12, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , corrections on the spin-orbital interactions [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , as well as deformations of quantum speeds of relativistic charged particles [33] [34] [35] [36] .
Factually, long before studies on the canonical noncommutative model, Snyder has developed a Lorentz invariant noncommutative model which is defined by following algebra [37, 38] ,
where L µν are generators of the Lorentz group, and l is a parameter with dimension of length and describes the magnitude of spacetime noncommutativity. It was further pointed out that the translation symmetry have to be broken [39] . On the other hand, more and more models have been proposed for restoring the rotational invariance. For instance, in
Ref. [40] , the spacial components θ ij are assumed to be operators commuting with each other and transforming as components of tensor.
In consideration of that spin degrees of freedom are representations of the Lorentz group, the right-hand side of (2) was extended as the spin operator in Ref. [41] , and known as "spin noncommutativity". In such a model, the spacetime and spin are coupled to each other, and hence a supersymmetric extensions of harmonic oscillator exist [41] . It was also shown that there is a strong anisotropy at small distance in Aharonov-Bohm scattering, even through the topological properties does not change [42] . On the other hand, the spin noncommutative model introduced in Ref. [41] was extended to relativistic situation as follows,
where W µ = ǫ µναβ σ να p β is the Pauli-Lubansky pseudo-vector. Apparently, the above definitions are covariant, and hence the Lorentz symmetry was preserved. Such a phenomanological model can be found when we consider a spinning particle in curved spacetime [43, 44] .
Deformation of the ordinary Dirac equation has also been studied [45] . However, it was pointed out that the micro-causality is violated [46] . Furthermore, one can see that the above extension is nonlocal. In stead of utilizing the Pauli-Lubansky pseudo-vector which involves momenta operator, by assuming that the right-hand side of (3) is proportional to Dirac matrix directly, a new model was introduced in Ref. [47] .
In this paper, we consider a more general class of spin noncommutative model, in which the noncommutative parameters are tensorial and more importantly are chiral-dependent.
The contents of this paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we introduce our model by defining the maps from commutative fields (operators) to noncommutative fields (operators); in Sec. III we will study the local gauge theory, and give the gauge transformation.
The equation of motion of the matter and gauge fields will be derived, and the noncommutative corrections on the Noether current and electric (magnetic) dipole moments will be investigated; summary and our conclusions will be given in the final section, Sec. IV.
II. CHIRAL SPIN NONCOMMUTATIVITY
Even through the commutators between coordinate operators defined in Refs. [41, 44, 45] are different, the spin noncommutative spacetime can be introduced uniformly by a map from ordinary coordinates x µ to the noncommutative coordinatesx µ as follows,
where Γ ν ({θ}; x, p) is a vector function with nontrivial spinor structures (i.e., combination of γ-matrix) of the commutative coordinate and momenta operators, and parameterized by a set of noncommutative parameters {θ}. It is also worthy to note that, the unit of the parameters are somehow model dependent. In this paper we study the case of that Γ µ is proportional to the Dirac matrix γ µ , but parameterized by two tensorial noncommutative parameters for left-and right-handed chiral spinors, respectively.
A. Position Operator with Chirality
The spin noncommutativity studied in this paper is defined by following map,
where θ µν L/R are the noncommutative parameter. In our model, the noncommutative parameters θ µν L/R have dimensions of length, which is different from the canonical noncommutative model that is parameterized by a constant tensorial parameter having dimension of area. When the noncommutative parameter θ µν L/R is proportional to the metric η µν , say, (6) is reduced to the one defined in Ref. [47] .
The above definition involves non-trivial matrix structures in spinor space, as a consequence, the noncommutative operatorx is not Hermitian in general. Even though that
Hermitian is a necessary condition for an operator to be observable in standard quantum mechanics, it is not really necessary when the operator is defined in relativistic spinor space where the condition O † = γ 0 Oγ 0 is more useful to obtain the conjugate Dirac equation and a real Lagrangian density [48] . We will use this condition in this paper, see Ref. [49, 50] for more sophistic interpretations of this problem. One can easily find that θ µν L and θ µν R have to be real for satisfying this condition.
In case of that the momenta operator in noncommutative space is assumed to be the same as the one in commutative space, i.e.,p µ = p µ = i∂ x µ , the full algebras are given as
B. Weyl Ordering and Star-Product
As the usual way, in order to have a dynamical theory on the noncommutative spacetime, definitions of the fields in terms of noncommutative coordinates, as well as actions of the noncommutative coordinates operators on functions defined on commutative spacetime have to be given unambiguously. This can be addressed by using the well-known methods Weyl ordering and Moyal-Groenewald product, respectively. For an ordinary function f (x), its noncommutative correspondence, f (x), is given via the Weyl ordering as
where F (k) is the Fourier transformation of the function f (x). It is worthy to point out that, because the function f (x) can in general have non-trivial spinor structures, the ordering between the Fourier transformed function F (k) and the exponential e −ikµx µ in the integrand of above definition is also important. Furthermore, as the usual case, the noncommutive correspondence of an ordinary function f (x) can be obtained by a translation operator as follows,
Here for convenience, we have used the arrow "− →" to denote direction of the differential operator (rather than stand for a vector). As expected, the translation operator
This property is important for obtaining the noncommutative correspondence of the conjugate of a spinor function ψ, which can be written as ψ = ψ ← − T .
As in the canonical noncommutative model, product of two noncommutative function can be represented by the Moyal-Groenewald star product. In our case, the star product can be defined as ⋆ = ← − T − → T . For a spinor function ψ(x) and its conjugate ψ(x), product of their noncommutative correspondences can be written as,
Since the total probability have to be 1, above product has to satisfy following condition,
This can be easily prove by using following equation,
where ψ(x) and χ(x) are two arbitrary spinor functions, and ∂ µ Ω µ is a total derivative that is not important in our case. It is apparently that the equation (17) holds in general.
Furthermore, by using the relation (18) , one can easily show that the condition (17) also holds under a local gauge transformation ψ
The above property is important for having a consistent gauge field theory on both commutative and noncommutative space.
III. LOCAL GAUGE FIELDS THEORY
In this section we will study local gauge field theory defined on the chiral spin noncommutative space that have been introduced in last section. Without loss of generality, we will assume that the matter field is spinor.
A. The Lagrangian for a free Dirac Spinor
For a free spinor particle, chiral spin noncommutative extension of the Lagrangian density can be defined as
Up to a surface term the above Lagrangian can be written in terms of ordinary fields as
Because the translation operator − → T has non-trivial spinor structures, and hence
Therefore, if the L 0 is interpreted as the Lagrangian of a free spinor particle on the chiral spin noncommutative space, then the dispersion relation of a free particle receives corrections. In this paper, we introduce following definition as the Lagrangian of a free particle,
where
In this model, one can easily see that there is no noncommutative correction on a free spinor
B. Local Gauge Transformation
In commutative space, the local gauge transformation for the (spinor) matter field is given as ψ ′ (x) = e iα(x) ψ(x). A direct noncommutative extension of the gauge transformation is
However, this kind of extension can not generally preserve the ordinary local gauge invariance which is important to have a consistent interpretations of the physical quantities on commutative and noncommutative space. In order to solve this problem, we propose following local gauge transformation for the matter field,
This means the local gauge transformation on noncommutative space is induced by a local gauge transformation on commutative space. The above transformation can be rewritten as
where the local gauge transformation operator U (x) is given as
Apparently, the corresponding inverse gauge transformation
Furthermore, up to total derivative terms, one has the relation − → U † (x) = − → U −1 (x), which means gauge transformation of the conjugate spinor can be written as, ψ(x)
. Hence, the total probability is preserved on both commutative and noncommutative space.
Furthermore, since the noncommutative gauge potential A µ (x) has nontrivial spinor structure, when the minimal coupling γ µ A µ in the original local gauge field theory, we have to define unambiguously the ordering between the noncommutative Dirac matrix γ µ and the noncommutative gauge potential A µ (x). A symmetric ordering, i.e., γ µ A µ (x) + A µ (x) γ µ was proposed. However, the symmetric ordering is just a special case of a general ordering form. Here, we only require that extension of the minimal coupling satisfies the relativistic Hermitian. Explicitly, we define the full Lagrangian for a spinor particle coupling to gauge potential as follows,
where an exponential factor e iκ is introduced for generality, and without loss of generality κ is assumed to be real constant. By using following relations,
one can easily find that if the gauge transformation of the noncommutative gauge potential is defined as follows,
where e = g cos κ (e = |e| (for electrodynamics)), then the Lagrangian is gauge invariant.
Here and after we will use the normalization e = g cos κ, and hence the allowed range of the parameter κ is restricted in the region (−π/2, π/2).
Up to a surface term, the noncommutative Lagrangian density L can be rewritten in terms of commutative fields as follows,
where ,
One can see clearly that there are two kinds of corrections; the first kind of correction is proportional to − → T A µ (x), and hence involves higher order derivatives of the original gauge potential A µ ; while the second kind of correction involves higher order derivatives of both the original gauge potential A µ and the matter field ψ(x), since it is proportional to the term M µ (x) − → T , and hence. Furthermore, the second kind of correction also contributes the Noether current, and leading order correction is given as
where J µ = ψγ µ ψ is the ordinary Noether current. Since the leading non-zero term of the 
Then the Lagrangian density (27) can be rewritten as follows,
C. Anomalous Magnetic and Electric Dipole Moments
In contrast to the Noether current on which the leading order noncommutative correction is of second order of the noncommutative parameters, the leading order noncommutative corrections on the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments are linear of the noncommutative parameters. Ignoring the corrections involves derivatives of the matter field, the interaction Lagrangian is given as,
One can easily see that the 0th order contribution is completely the same with ordinary minimal coupling, except for that the coupling e is replaced by g cos κ.
On the other hand, the leading order non-trivial term of − → T A µ (x) is given as,
Here we will study a simplified case in which θ µν L/R = η µν θ L/R . In this case, there are only three free parameters κ and θ L/R . Inserting into the interaction Lagrangian we have,
where the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments are given as
and θ V = θ R + θ L and θ A = θ R − θ L are the vector and axial vector noncommutative parameters, respectively. Interestingly, those corrections depend on the mass of the matter particles. Here we consider the noncommutative corrections on muon-lepton. For the electric dipole moment the current world average is given as [51] 
By requiring the noncommutative correction is consistent with experimental results in 1σ level, then we have
On the other hand, the current experimental result for the anomalous magnetic dipole moment is given as [51] ,
By requiring the noncommutative contribution lies in the 1σ band (there is about 3.3σ discrepancy when comparing to the Standard Model prediction [52] , but here we don't consider this effect), then we have,
In case of the the minimal coupling is put in symmetric ordering, i.e., tan κ µ − = 1, then the vector noncommutative parameter is restricted seriously, θ 
D. Equation of Motion of Electromagnetic Field
In this subsection we study the equation of motion of the gauge field A µ (x). The gauge transformation of the gauge field A µ (x) has been given in (30) . It is apparently that the gauge field A µ (x) behaves like a non-Abel gauge field, hence the corresponding field strength tensor can be defined as the usually. However, since there are two kinds of noncommutative covariant derivatives, a proper definition of the field strength tensor is given as follows,
Compared to the usual field strength tensor F µν (x), there are two kinds of corrections. The first kind of correction is characterized by a direct action of the translation operator − → T on the ordinary field strength tensor F µν (x), while the second kind of correction is induced by the non-Abel property of the gauge field A µ (x), and is of course proportional to the gauge coupling constant g. It is also precisely because of this, up to leading order of the noncommutative parameter θ µν L/R , only the first kind of correction is non-trivial and given as follows,
On the other hand, the leading non-trivial corrections due to non-Abel property is given as
where the tensors θ µνλδ + and θ µν − are given as,
On the other hand, since the field strength tensor has non-trivial spinor structure, the corresponding Lagrangian density is defined as,
where the trace "Tr" is for the spinor degree of freedom. Up to leading order noncommutative correction, the Lagrangian density is given as,
where the constant tensor θ αβ + is given as,
The corresponding equation of motion can be easily obtained,
One can see that for a free ordinary gauge potential A µ , it also satisfies above equation.
Therefore, up to second order of the noncommutative parameters, there is no net correction.
However, one can also easily see that noncommutative corrections can be nontrivial at higher orders of noncommutative parameters, particularly the non-Abel corrections, and we will study those effects in the future.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary we introduced a class of spin noncommutative space, and particularly the coordinate operators are assumed to be chirality dependent. As usual, noncommutative extensions of the classical fields are defined via Weyl ordering. We find that noncommutative effect is trivial in the integral of product of two noncommutative functions. This property keeps the total probability invariant, which is important to have a consistent extension of the probability interpretation in ordinary Quantum Mechanics (QM).
Furthermore, we constructed a noncommutative extension of the local gauge field theory.
Without loss of generality, taking spinor matter field as an example, gauge transformations of the matter and gauge fields are unambiguously defined. In our model, the noncommutative extensions of the gauge transformations are induced by the ordinary gauge transformations, and hence there is no any ambiguity in the physical interpretations of the fields. However, since our noncommutative model is spin-dependent, the there is an ambiguity in extension of the ordinary minimal coupling, i.e., the ordering between the Dirac matrix γ µ and the noncommutative gauge potential A µ . In contrast to the usual way, in which a symmetric ordering is adopted, we introduce a more general parameterization: phase factors e iκ and its conjugate were introduced for two kinds of ordering to resolve the above ambiguity.
We studied equations of motion of the matter and gauge fields. We find that, up to leading order of the noncommutative parameters, while noncommutative corrections on the gauge potential is trivial, there are two kinds of corrections on the matter field. The first kind of correction involves derivatives of the matter field, and hence a nontrivial contribution to the ordinary Noether current. The second kind of corrections depends only on derivatives of the gauge potential, and an immediate contribution to the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments. Furthermore, in our normalization of the gauge coupling constant, we find that while the contribution to anomalous electric dipole moment depends on the axial noncommutative parameter θ A , corrections on the anomalous magnetic dipole moment depends not only the vector noncommutative parameter θ V but also the ordering parameter κ. Moreover, taking the muon lepton as an example, we studied the current experimental constrains on the noncommutative parameters in case of θ µν L/R = θ L/R η µν . We find that in the parameter space region where θ V is accessible by current experiments (θ V ∼ 1TeV −1 ), the chirality effect of this simplified model is negligible, i.e., θ L ∼ θ R , meanwhile ordering between γ µ and A µ is required to be heavily sloped, κ ∼ 10 −6 . While this effect seems un-natural, there are still lost of interesting parameters space in more general models which will be studied in future.
